Abstract. A spectral sequence is associated with any presentation of a group G. It turns out that this spectral sequence is independent of the chosen presentation. In particular if G is the fundamental group of a link Lin Ä3 the spectral sequence leads to invariants that compare to the Milnor invariants of L. 0. Introduction. Recently Stallings used the cobar construction of a resolution to associate to each group G a 2nd quadrant spectral sequence Er_sl which is 0 for s > t and which satisfies is" = IsG/Is+lG where IG is the fundamental ideal of G [9] . Here we present a different construction with all the properties mentioned above but with some advantages. First, it can be read off from any group presentation. Second, is^, = 0 for t > s + 2. In Stallings' sequence one has no information on those terms (and they are definitely not zero). Third, and most important, the Er_ss and Er_s^+X terms are related to the Baer invariants of G [1]. This is better than the results in [5] which do depend upon the presentation while ours do not.
0. Introduction. Recently Stallings used the cobar construction of a resolution to associate to each group G a 2nd quadrant spectral sequence Er_sl which is 0 for s > t and which satisfies is" = IsG/Is+lG where IG is the fundamental ideal of G [9] . Here we present a different construction with all the properties mentioned above but with some advantages. First, it can be read off from any group presentation. Second, is^, = 0 for t > s + 2. In Stallings' sequence one has no information on those terms (and they are definitely not zero). Third, and most important, the Er_ss and Er_s^+X terms are related to the Baer invariants of G [1] . This is better than the results in [5] which do depend upon the presentation while ours do not.
We describe our sequence in § 1 ; in §2 we show that the sequence is intrinsically defined by using the results of [4] . In §3 we apply our results to the theory of links iniî3. [The referee would like to thank J. Ratcliffe for pointing out to him the existence of [4] . Thanks to it, the referee was able to improve some results and prove a conjecture of the author's (the main theorem).] for which An = 0, n > 2, and 8 is a normal monomorphism (see [4, p. 225 
]). Then we have an exact sequence
If A0 is a projective (resp. free) algebra, then A is called a projective (resp. free) presentation of H0(A). We apply this to the case where our algebra is an integral group ring.
(1.1) Let G be a group; then Gn stands for the nth member of its lower central series [6, Chapter V, §9] . In particular G2 is the commutator subgroup and G = G/G2 is the abelianization of G.
The ring ZG is the integral group ring of G with augmentation e: ZG -* Z. Let IG = ker e; then I"G stands for the nth power of IG.
( 1.2) Let now <*, : 0> (p)
be the presentation [6, p. 205] for G. This means that we have a free group F in the x¡ and that G = F/R, where R is the smallest normal subgroup of F generated by {r,} C F. We write R = <r,.y\
Consider the 2-sided ideal N = (tj -1) of ZF generated by the fj -Í. Then we 
( 1.3) The filtration F induces a spectral sequence in the usual manner [6, Chapter VIII, §2]. Since our filtration degree is negative, our sequence lies in the 2nd quadrant and since Cq = 0, q > 2, then E'iss+k = 0 for k > 2, whereas Er_ss = VF/ (ls+lF + N(s -r + 1) n I'F),
and Eis,s+i = (N(s) n Is+rF)/ (N(s + 1) n Is+rF), s > 1.
Definition (1.4) The spectral sequence E is called the spectral sequence of G (associated to the presentation (P)).
2. The main theorem. Our main goal is to show that E depends only on G. 
By succesive applications of this we get Lemma (2.6) E^ is the s-fold tensor product of G over Z.
Remark. In the notation of [4, §5] , E^ = Gw.
Lemma (2.7) ElX2 = 772(G; Z). (rp n /v + 7j+1f)/ (7*f nií)" 7í+1f/ (7*f n n n r+lF) = _PFAFFnJV)_= +lG r+lF/(r+lF n n) Lemma (2.10) If g is an element of Gn then g -1 is an element in I"G for all n > 1.
Theorem (2.11) Let E be the spectral sequence of the group T = G/Gq+X; q is any integer > 1. Let E be the spectral sequence of G. Then Er_" at I'_r, forl<r<q,
F-* « Ë:s,s forl<s<r<q.
Proof. Statement (7) follows from (6) because
To prove (6) it is enough to show that IG/Ir+1G at IT/PT T for r < ?. given by (2) Let E he the sequence of G associated to the presentation (P) as defined in (1.4), and let K he an Eilenberg-Mac Lane space of type (G, 1). If APK denotes the p-fold smash product [9] of K with itself, then the formula Expq = Hq(ApK) describes a spectral sequence E whose 1-skeleton is described in [5, §1] and [9, §3] . Since F_! is isomorphic to Ex and since F" is isomorphic to F", there is a natural map Ex -> Ex. This map, however, is not monic because the terms E\pj)+k (k > 2) are not zero while the corresponding terms in F are. The map, on the other hand, is onto. (i) a, is represented by a closed loop in 7?3 -L described as follows: traverse p" then traverse a closed loop on the boundary of N¡ -L, which has linking number + 1 with /, and finally return to x0 along p,;
(ii) ßi is represented by a closed loop in R3 -L described as follows: traverse p,, then traverse a simple closed curve on the boundary of N¡ which has linking number 0 with /, and which is nullhomologous in 7?3 -L¡, and finally return to x0 along p,.
The It is known that: if G is the fundamental group of the complement of an n-link I in R3 then G/G2 is free abelian of rank n.
In Theorem (2.11) we found that if E is the spectral sequence of G/Gs+X, s > 1, and F is the spectral sequence of G that then Es_ss ^ Es_sx In the light of the above stated result of Chen we can conclude: Theorem (3.1) Let G be the group of a certain n-link I. Let E be the spectral sequence of G/Gs+X. Then Eiss is an isotopy invariant of the link I. 
Lemma (3.2) Let Nx be the ideal of ZF generated by {utJ -a^af1} (i = 1, . . . , n; j = 2, . . . , k¡). Then Proof. The elements {u(j -a^a^1 + ^(2)} generate the Z-module Nx/Nx(2). Moreover we shall show that {u¡j -a^af1 + Nx(2)} forms a basis for Nx/Nx(2). Indeed, if for some integers niJy 2 n,Xttt, -a^a,"1) = 0 + Nx(2), where the summation is over ;' = I, . . . , n and j = 2, . . . , k¡. Then 2 "/,(«,, -OfjOf1) G Nx(2), hence 2 fy(tty -auajx) G 72F. Thus The proof of (13) follows from (15) by induction on s. Let N2 he the ideal of ZF generated by {s¡, -1} (/' = 1, . . ., n), then one can write N = Nx + N2, Nx is the ZF-ideal generated by {utj -a^a^1} (i = 1, . . . , n; j = 2, . . . , k¡) (see Lemma ( 3.2) Let t = s -r + I, then 2 < t < 5. Now N(t) = Nx(t) + N2(t), where N2 is the ideal of ZF generated by s¡ -1; hence N2 c IV. So, W(/) n /*F = N2(t) + Nx(t) D ISF. But A^r) -A/, n IV (see (13)). Therefore Nx(t) n 7*F =JV,n 7*F. Since N2 C IsF, N2(t) c 7i+1F Hence for 1 < r <s -1, N(s -r + 1) n IV + Is+iF = JV,n 7'F + 7i+'F = Nx(s) + IS + 1F; the last equality follows from (13). Therefore is free abelian of rank ns.
Proof. This follows from the fact that G/G2 is free abelian of rank n, Lemma (3.3) and the isomorphism I/N + I2 oí G/G2.
Next we shall describe a basis for Er_s¡s = IsF/(Nx(s) + Is+lF) (1 < r < s -1).
Here again we assume that s¡ -1 € IV, i = 1, . . ., n.
Recall that A', is the ideal of ZF generated by {utJ -a^af1} (i = I, 2, . . . , n; j = 2,3, .. Proof. Since s, -1G IV, N2 c IV. Hence N n IV -Nx n IV + N2 = Nx(s) + N2 (see (13)). Also since N(2) = Nx(2) + N2(2) and AT2(2) C 7i+1F, it follows that N(2) n 7JF = AT,(2) n 7*F = Nx n 72F n 7*F = A7, n 7*F = Nx(s). In [7] Milnor showed that the group G/Gs + X, for any nonnegative integer s, may be presented by <a,, . . . 
We already proved Es_s^ c=l Es_ss (see, Theorem (2.11)). We shall describe a precise isomorphism for the case at hand (see, Theorem (3.5)). Here are some properties of the Milnor invariants that we will need (see [7] ). [1, 1] are the linking numbers and these are not necessarily zero.
(ii) All invariants of type [2m +1,2] are also zero.
